PASSION FOR FLAVOURS
in Hamburg Metropolitan Area

(Senior) flavourist (m/f/d) for the development of sweet flavours
Wanted: fresh ideas and natural notes for new products
As a very successful and rapidly growing company, we are one of the industry's best-known manufacturers of flavours, essential oils
and fragrances. We sell a wide range of sensational flavours around the world and develop excellent taste concepts according to
our customers' individual requirements. Among others, we supply manufacturers from the tea, beverage, confectionery and bakery
industries, and we are a core supplier and valued partner for many companies around the globe. To accommodate our growing
business, we continuously invest substantially to modernise and expand our laboratories and production facilities. We are looking
for a trained and ambitious flavourist to work with us on a wide range of sweet flavours and to grow together into new applications,
markets and customers.
You will get to know the entire team and your colleagues as well as our operational and
organisational structure during a tailor-made introductory phase. That way you are well
prepared to take over the responsibility for challenging development projects. You will
create unique flavours, entire worlds of taste and work on setting trends for new products,
such as for tea, cold drinks, confectionary, baked goods and shisha tobacco, but also recreate classical evergreens. You will exercise your good sense of business opportunities. In
project briefings you will be in contact with our sales department and have occasionaly
contact with customers.

• Taking responsibility for challenging
development projects
• Setting trends for new products
• Recreating classical evergreens
• Exercising a good sense of business
opportunities

You are a well-trained flavourist with profound professional experience. You are considered
an expert in creating sweet flavours. You currently work with a wide variety of flavours,
products and raw materials, focusing on liquid, powder and encapsulated flavours. You
bring dedication, curiosity and fun to creative projects. You are not only setting trends but
are also convinced of your very good technical skills as well as on your interdisciplinary
cooperation with analytical chemists and application technologists. In terms of your
personality, we are looking for a good team player who prioritises his projects and is
confident in exchanging ideas within the flavour division as well as in the marketing and
sales department.

• A well-trained flavourist with
profound professional experience
• Focused on liquid, powder and
encapsulated flavours
• Bringing dedication, curiosity and fun
to creative projects
• Very good technical skills

If you enjoy taking on new and creative projects and want to continue to develop your career in sweet
flavours with expert knowledge, we would like to hear from you. We will offer you access to our wellequipped flavour, analytical, technology and applications laboratories, a great team of colleagues as
well as the reliability of a family company which has a wide vision for the future. Please send your
application documents by email, referencing the application code CV761H to the recruitment agency
vietenplus, marked for the attention of Christiane Vieten, bewerbung@vietenplus.de. Wiebke Richter
and Rosika Fischer will be happy to help you if you have any queries. Please call +49-4102/66 72 5-0. We
guarantee you confidentiality.

